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The history behind the Twin-set?

There is no doubt that TYROS is an incredible
instrument. More than two years after its launch it is
still the best sounding keyboard on the market... by a
country mile! But if that’s really the case - and I truly
believe it is - why did I feel the need to build a ‘Twin-
set’, adding a second keyboard and pedals? 

Given the choice, I would happily gig TYROS on it's
own because there is no doubt that the instrument is
more than adequate as a stand-alone concert
instrument (as demonstrated by James, Ryan,
Howard, myself, and others time and again at
Yamaha shows throughout the country). But I also
play for organ societies and, whilst some clubs are
happy to feature a single keyboard in concert, others
are not. For some the only acceptable instrument
format is one that has two keyboards and a set of
pedals.... so, to ensure that I could continue to play at
these societies, the Twin-set was born. In actual fact,
the connection of a lower keyboard and pedals to
TYROS make no difference at all to the overall sound,
because the additions are simply MIDI’d to TYROS
and share the same generator for their sounds. For
some though the visual difference is important…
because my keyboard now looks like an organ. 

On the other hand, the feel of a two-keyboard
instrument with pedals is still reassuringly comfortable
for traditional organists and I am aware that my Twin-
set has provoked a fair bit of interest amongst this
group in particular. With this in mind I am offering this
article to explain how I set up my own two keyboard
system using TYROS. There are other ways, of
course, and I'm not even going to begin to get into a
fight about which is best but, to quote a well known
song: " I did it my way!"  Hey, it works for me…

Before I begin I should warn you that this project is
not for the faint hearted. You will need a reasonable
knowledge of how TYROS works before even
attempting this... so I'm assuming that you have this. 

The bits and pieces...

Let's start by looking at the second keyboard. As this
keyboard will be MIDI'd to TYROS, the sound quality
of this keyboard is irrelevant. Any old keyboard you
happen to have lying around will probably be okay
provided that it has MIDI and, preferably, a touch-
responsive keyboard. If you need to buy a second

keyboard choose a budget priced one with MIDI and
a nice keyboard action. I chose the Yamaha PSR290
because it has a good keyboard action, it's lightweight
and it's silver... the same colour as TYROS.

If you prefer a longer lower keyboard the 76 or 88 note
Yamaha DGX300 or DGX500 make good choices. For
seasoned pianists, a key weighted 88 note Yamaha
P60 would be perfect provided that the extra weight
isn't an issue.

The choice of
pedalboard is an
interesting one. My
own preference is for
the 13 note
Hammond XPK-100.
The main reason is
that the unit is not
too heavy, despite being of all-metal construction.
Perfect for a hard life of gigging. The pedals also
have a very short ‘travel’, making it responsive and
easy to play. If this isn’t to your taste other models are
also available from Roland, Fatar, and more... giving
you the option of 13, 20 or even 25 note MIDI pedals.
All are purely MIDI - so they don’t produce any
sounds of their own. Ultimately the choice of which
pedalboard is for you will come down to the number
of pedals you require, the action... and the price.

It's probably worth mentioning the volume
(expression) pedal at this point and, whilst there are
any amount of third-party volume pedals on the
market, there is only one which, in my opinion, feels
like an organ swell pedal... the Yamaha FC7.  When
you play bass pedals your right foot is used, not only
to control the volume but also to balance your body,
so your right foot is constantly resting on the pedal. If
you want to build the best feeling twin-set, it’s worth
spending a few pounds extra to buy the Yamaha
expression pedal.

Finally, you will need a stand for your setup. Bear in
mind that whatever stand you choose will need to be
wide enough to house the pedalboard underneath, in
a comfortable position. This tends to rule out the
normal X-type stands. My choice is the Quik-Lok
M91L Monolith with an optional second-tier. A good
alternative is the Bespeco BP100T (as used by Glyn).
Similar models are available from other
manufacturers.

XPK-100
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MIDI  set  up: Now we need to set up the MIDI system so
everything works together. On TYROS, press [Function] then
[MIDI]. Check you arrive at the MIDI PRESET page (See fig. 1)

Now you have two choices - dependent upon how you
intend to play the pedals. If you’re new to playing pedals
and simply want to "manipulate" the automatic bass lines of
the styles you use, select [MIDI Pedal 1]. 

Note: If you are familiar with Yamaha Electone this will work
in the same way as the organ’s Custom ABC feature.

More experienced players who want to play the pedals
without any assistance from the automatic style should
select [MIDI Pedal 2].

Whichever choice you make, some editing of the MIDI
template will be necessary in order to make Twin-set work
properly. At the bottom of the screen, press the button
marked [Edit]. 

You will be taken to the SYSTEM page where, from the left of
the screen, you press button [B] to scroll down the list of
options until RECEIVE TRANSPOSE is highlighted. Then,
using button [5] under the display, turn RECEIVE
TRANSPOSE to ON. (See fig. 2)

This enables the lower keyboard and pedals to be
transposed when the transpose buttons are used on
TYROS’s panel.

To set up the lower keyboard, press the [NEXT] button in the
top right-hand corner of the screen twice to go to the
RECEIVE page. (See fig. 3)

When you play a note on the lower keyboard a red light
should appear in the Rx Monitor MIDI A/USB 1 window,
towards the bottom of the screen. Which channel light
appears will vary from keyboard to keyboard, but it will
usually be channel 1. Make a note of the channel number. 

Now, using the small [CHANNEL] arrows on button [2],
highlight the channel that lit up on the Rx monitor. (If, as in
my case, channel 5 lit up... highlight channel 5). 

Once you've highlighted the appropriate channel, use the
[PART] selection on button [3] to select LEFT in the PART
list. This should take four presses of the button. (See fig. 4)

Continued  on  ppage  19

The nuts and bolts...

Making  the  connections: Once you’ve got all the gear you’ll need to start putting it together. Set up the stand and place your
second keyboard on the lower part. Turn the master volume control of this keyboard to zero. TYROS goes on the top tier -
connected to whatever speaker system you normally use. Place the MIDI pedalboard on the floor, to the left of the space under
the stand. The volume pedal also sits on the floor - to the right of the pedalboard. 

You’ll need just two MIDI leads to connect the instruments together. 
TYROS has two sets of MIDI connections - labelled [MIDI A] and [MIDI B]. 

Connect [MIDI A IN] on TYROS with [MIDI OUT] on the  second keyboard. Then connect [MIDI B IN] on TYROS with [MIDI
OUT] on the pedalboard. As neither the lower keyboard nor the pedalboard are going to make any sounds, there is no need to
connect any additional audio leads. So… that’s the wiring job done.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Select MIDI Pedal 1 or MIDI Pedal 2 - then EDIT
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In my setup the screen now looks like this (See fig. 4)
This setting enables my lower keyboard (via MIDI channel 5)
to use the left voice section of TYROS. Be aware that the
lower keyboard will access the left voice even if the left voice
button on TYROS’s panel is switched off. The only way to kill
the left voice via MIDI is to set the volume of the left voice to
zero. 

Okay... we’re nearly there. Press the [NEXT] button twice to
go to the CHORD DETECT page. (See fig. 5)

Play a note on the lower keyboard again. Look to see which
channel lights up in the Rx Monitor for MIDI A/USB 1. Make a
note of the channel and turn the appropriate number ON at
the bottom of the page. (Once again my system shows
channel 5.) 

This enables TYROS to detect chords played on the lower
keyboard so that styles, harmony, and syncro-start will all
work from the lower keyboard chords.

Having done that you must save the changes.... 

Press [EXIT] once. Then press [NEXT] in the top right-hand
part of the screen to open the page marked USER which is
where we save the new MIDI settings. 

Press the [SAVE] button at the bottom of the screen and
name the template using the characters provided. If you
haven’t done this before, press and hold [DELETE] to clear
the old (or default) name. Then, using the appropriate
character buttons, type in the word TWINSET. 

When you’ve completed this, press [OK]. The TWINSET
template should now appear on the screen. Select it, and
press [EXIT] repeatedly, until you return to the main screen.

The MIDI setup is now complete and TYROS will revert to
this template each time you turn on the power. 

Go and make a pot of tea, you deserve it...
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Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Next  time:

In the next issue I’ll be showing you how to maximise the
keyboard range for a two-keyboard performance and we’ll
set up some sounds to use. 

After that..? Well, that depends on how far you want to go. I
imagine that most of you will be happy to use the pre-set
bass voices on the pedals but some, like me, will want to
make use of your computers to edit in a sustain effect -
using PC voice editor software supplied on a CD-ROM with
your keyboard. 

This, however. is the subject for another time and place and
is possibly a little too technical for inclusion in the main
magazine. So... once the next edition is published I’ll start
work on a detailed worksheet for the more adventurous
among you. Then we can really have some fun!

MSS Studios, Cae Deintur,
Dolgellau,Gwynedd. LL40 2YS

Tel: (01341)  422115 Fax: (01341)  422127
Email: mmssss@@oorrggaann..ccoo..uukk

Website: wwwwww..oorrggaann..ccoo..uukk

Send  two  first  class  stamps  for  a  copy  of
our  52  page  quarterly  magazine  which
includes  CD  reviews  (by  Alan  Ashton),

features,  profiles  and  an  exclusive  organ
arrangement  of  a  popular  ‘standard’

(arranged  by  Tony  Back).

MSS Studios “ORGAN1st”

We  also  stock  all  the  CD  re-rreleases  
by  the  late  Klaus  Wunderlich

1,000+ Organ CDs and Videos
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Hello again...  When I left you at the end of part 1 we’d connected all the bits and pieces of our TYROS Twin-set
together and set the MIDI connections. I know, from the feedback I’ve received, that several of you have been
out buying pedals, stands and ‘second’ keyboards. By now you’ve all, hopefully, been playing away happily on
your new ‘organ’ for a few weeks and will be ready for the next installment.  

A few tweaks...

Before we get cracking with some music there are one or two things to sort out. First, let me explain what
everything is doing.. and how.  At the moment your TYROS should be behaving perfectly normally, just as if
nothing has changed. 

Go into the "Music Finder" list and select a song reference. Play something... The split point should still be in the
usual place and the chords should change if you play on the lower keyboard. Yes? Good. Now play a few notes
on the pedals... 

MIDI Pedal 1

Players using the "MIDI Pedal 1" template should notice the bass note changing beside the chord when they
look in the MAIN display screen. 

MIDI Pedal 2

"MIDI Pedal 2" players should notice extra notes being played in the bass line. This is because the pedal-board is
now playing the sound assigned to the bass part of the style. So... stop the style, then press some pedals. Do
you hear something? That's your pedalboard playing bass notes from the style section, even though the style
isn't running! 

Everyone...

There's one final thing to do before we make our first Twin-set registration. Because we’ll be playing our left hand
on the lower keyboard, the split point can come right down to C1. This will give us much more range on TYROS
(the top keyboard) for our right hand melody. 

Part 2

1. Press [DIRECT ACCESS], then [ACMP], then 
[NEXT]. 

2. Press and hold "S+L" and press the very lowest 
note on TYROS. Your screen should look like this... 
(See fig. 6)

This enables TYROS to have 60 of its 61 keys 
assigned to the right-hand voices. 

Note: It isn’t possible to have C1 (bottom C) assigned
to the right-hand voices unless the [ACMP] button is
switched off.

Fig. 6
1. Hold “S+L” and press 

the lowest key on 
TYROS’s keyboard2. The display shows that  C1 is selected as the 

split point. All the keys above this point will be
assigned to he right-hand voices.
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Setting The Sounds

Okay... we're there. Let's make the first registration.
Something nice and easy, I think. The way we do this will
differ slightly, depending whether you're using "MIDI Pedal 1"
or "MIDI Pedal 2" template. 

1. Go to page 2 of the [SWING & JAZZ] style category and 
select the EASY LISTENING style. 

2. Select OTS (One Touch Setting) button [2]. 

3. Now let’s test whether the style and harmony recognition
is as it should be... Making sure that the split point is set 
to C1, press [INTRO 3] and play a chord on the lower 
manual. All working? Good.

Quirks of the system...

Every MIDI system seems to be different and each throws up
it's own little quirkyness - so you may find that various things
will need setting. For example, the LEFT voice may sound in
the wrong octave. This is easily remedied by pressing
[DIRECT ACCESS] followed by [TRANSPOSE +]. Select the
OCTAVE setting for the LEFT part and adjust as necessary. 

It may be that the left voice balance is wrong, due to the
velocity curve of the lower keyboard. Things like this are part
and parcel of setting up a MIDI system, and each system is
different. You just have to be prepared to work with it and
learn about its characteristics. 

MIDI Pedal 1

After making any necessary ‘tweaks’, MIDI Pedal 1 users are
ready to save the setting. Save the registration into a
registration memory, and you have your first Twin-set
registration. 

MIDI Pedal 2

"Midi Pedal 2" users have a bit more to do... As you'll be
playing the pedals manually(can that be right?!), you won't
need the automatic bass to be produced by the style as
well. 

1. Press the [CHANNEL ON/OFF] button under the screen 
repeatedly until the eight parts of the style are displayed 
(See fig. 7).

2. Turn off the bass part, by pressing the lower of the two 
buttons under Bass. 

3. Press a pedal, you should still hear the bass note.

4. Change the pedal voice by pressing the uppermost 
button under Bass. Choose the one you think most 
appropriate. It's best to avoid the Mega Voices for pedals.

Note: If the octave pitch of the pedal voice is wrong, this
cannot be changed onboard TYROS. It must be adjusted on
the pedalboard. Check the userguide that came with your
MIDI pedals for details. 

You will probably need to adjust the volume level of the
pedal voice against the rest of the style. To do this...

1. Press [MIXING CONSOLE] repeatedly until the STYLE 
PART display screen appears (See fig. 8).

Fig. 7

Turn off the bass part, by pressing the
lower of the two buttons under Bass.

2. Adjust the volume of the BASS to taste. 

This done, save the finished registration in the usual way,
and, once you’ve compiled a selection of twenty or so more
registration settings in this way you’ll be able to use these as
a foundation for more and more Twin-set sounds - thus
cutting down the time required to making new settings.

In conclusion?

I hope that this article has provided an insight into the
TYROS Twin-set I use in many of my concerts. Due to the
very nature of MIDI systems it just isn’t possible to cover
every detail or cater for each eventuality. Every system will
behave differently, depending on the keyboard and pedal
combination you have chosen. If I’ve whetted your appetite
and you’ve decide to build your own system, learn it slowly.
TYROS is a phenomenal instrument, and if you take the time
to sort it out, your Twinset will be too...

As I said in the last edition I’m working on some further
articles - in a worksheet format - for those who want to use
the PC voice editor (supplied on the CD-ROM that came with
your instrument) to edit some bass voices. As always, I’ve
got to fit this in with a fairly hefty playing schedule - so
please be patient if it doesn’t materialise immediately. When
it does it will be available to download from the Yamaha Club
website.

Bye for now - Richard Bower

Fig. 8


